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Police arrest 78 in.house party bust
President Grube says SCSU plans to work with 'police to curb underage drinking
by Lloyd Dallon

· participating in the illegal sale of

SCSU . administrators echoed

A large party neat: campus
was broken up by police last
Thursday.
The bust at 708 7th Ave. S. led to
the arrest of 78 people for underage
consumption. Severa] tenants of the

alcoholic beverages without a
license and selling alcohol to
persons underage.
No permits were found for the
nine kegs of beer seized by officers.
In addition, severa1 hundred dollars
in cash was taken. The money is
believed to be associated with the

building

sale of aJcohol.

recent statements against such
practices.
''The university will not
condone such illicit activity," said
SCSU. President Bruce Grube in a
press ielease following the incident.
"Individuals who come to St. Cloud
State University because they
believe it is a party school are

NEWSED/TOR

were

arrested

for

gravely mistaken. SCSU will take
every . measure to prese~e its
mission of academic excellence,
which is unparalleled in the state
college and university system."
Grube commended the majority
of SCSU's students for their
behavior
and
academic
performance. 1be problem comes
from less than one-half of one

percent of our student body, he said
The university, in cooperati_on
with the city, plans to take measures
to deal with the problem _of
underage drinking among students,
according to Grube.
"SCSU intends to engage in
significant measures to reduce the
impact of this health crisis on our
campus," he said.

Off-campus
disciplinary
policy
dominates
meeting
- by Jodi L. Wallin '
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Shane A. Opa/1/AS.SISTANr PHOTO EDffOR

Senior Tammy Tacker gets a flu shot Friday at SCSU Health Services. Tacker has received flu shots for the past 1Oyears.
Au shots at Health Services cost $8.

Grube wants to change·SCSU's image
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWSED/TOR

Since his arrival at SCSU slightly more
than a year ago, university president ·Bruce
Grube has been an advocate for change and
progress in many university-related areas.
In pursuit-. of his stated goal of
transforming SCSU into one of the nation's
top IO public higher education institutions,
Grube has expressed his intentions to do
away with the university's ''party-SChool"
image.

''Overall, I've been enonnously impressed
by the civility and courtesy of students here,"
he said. "A tiny fraction-less than a half of a
percent of students are making bad choices,
and it reflects on us all."
Grube said he reels respc)nsible drinking
has its place in college, but ·he does not
condone those who make money from
underage drinking.
"We'd like to gel at NQple who run party
houses as businesses," he said. 'The me~ge
to profiteers is that there's no place for you
here. Alcohol tends to be one of the inost

significant issues we "have, in tenns of sexual
assault and academic failure,"
Grube said the university is working with
the city of St. Cloud to institute "significant
measures" for dealing with the alcohol issue.
As of yet, the exact measures to be taken are
undetermined.
"Our students are also citizens of the
United States, and entitled to due process,"
Grube said. "Whatever we're doing has to be
fair."

Go TO GRUBE, PAGE'3 •

"I'm going to talk about it, talk about it
and keep talking ·about it until you do
something about it,"
Bill Huston told
Student .Government
Thursday.
"It"
is
how
drinking (and· other
illegal activity) off
campus· may affect
students' rights on
campus. Huston will
not have to keep bringing up the issue if
SCSU students keep getting arrested in the
numbers they have been.
Thursday night saw 78 people arrested at
an off-campus drinking party on1y weeks
after more than 150 were arrested at a
fraterpity party.
Huston, stating he represents concerned
students on campus, requested the senate
sponsor a resolution he wrote recognizing
both the drinking problem off campus and
ways to protect the students rights on campus.
In the resolution, · he requested what he
called an alcohol policy summit to take place
before the end of this quarter.
Huston asked the senate to get involved,
even if addressing the issue might cause
tension with the administration.
'The government is for the students, not to
be a puppet government and a not to be a
resume builder," Huston told the senate. -

. Go TO GOVERNMENT, PAGE 8 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING

TUESDAY
Job Searching on the
Internet
12 - 12:50 p.m. Centennial
room 132. Call 255-2151 for

CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY
Studentsenate election St. Cloud library hooks
applications due Friday up to World Wide Web
Applications for students seeking a position
in Student Government are due by 4 p.m. Friday
in the University Organiz.ations office, AMC

I 17E.

more information.

Ten college senator seats are open iii the
following colleges: Business, Education, Fine

Christianity Debate

Arts·and Humanities, Sciences and Technology
and Social Science.

7 p.m. Voyageurs Room,

AMC.

Volleyball
7 p.m. vs. Morningside at
Halenbeck Hall

Stan O'Daffer
8 p.m. The Quarry, AMC.

To be considered a candidate, 40 signatures
from current SCSU students must accompany
the application. A 50-word essay to run in the
University Chronicle (at candidates discretion) is
dlle on Friday. Photos need to be taken by the
Chronicle by Wednesday at noon if they are to
accompany the essay.
One at-large senate seat is available. The
application is due al Atwood Center Al I7E by
Oct. 24 at 3 p.m.
Applications can be picked up outside the
Student Government office.

The Light is Sometimes
a Blue Trap
8 p.m. Little Atwood
Theatre, AMC. Polyphonic
poetry in French and English.

WEDNESDAY
Beauty or Brawn?
Media Coverage of Female
Athletes, 12 noon -1 p.m.
South Voyageurs, AMC.

noon- 1 p.m. North
Voyageurs, AMC

Resume Tips from
Employers

In history...

3 - 4 p.m., Little Theatre,
AMC

Blessing Ceremony
4 p.m. American Indian
Center.

THURSDAY
Diane Wegner & the
Benejesurits, Medium
9 p.m. Java Joint

SATURDAY
Songs of Survival,
Healing and Hope
7:30 p.m. PAC-Recital Hall.
Calliope Women's Chorus.

View the St. Cloud Area .
Clothesline Project in the
lobby following the concert.
Mail infom1ation for the "What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Residents of St. Cloud can now hook up to
the World Wide Web for free at the St. Cloud
Library. There are eight stations available on a
first come, fi rst serve basis. The equipment
was provided through a combination of state and
city fundi ng under the Regional Public Library
Telecommunications Aid. Program, said Ken
Behringer, Great River Regional Library
director.

Child care workers
needed at shelter
Volunteers are needed to supervise and care
for children staying at a local women's shelter.
Volunteers must have previous child care
experience and knowledge of effective parenting
skills.

STATE
Don't forget to
vote - robber
disguised as
Dole tells victim
A man wearing a Bob Dole
mask robbed a bank last Thursday
advising the teller "Don't forget to
vote," as he left with the stolen
money.
The robbery took place al
the First National Bank in
Wheaton, a suburb of Chicago,
according to CNN.

International
Symposium

Tuesday,
October 15, 1996

23 years ago ...
A groundbreaking
ceremony for the new
adminstrative services
building took place with
Gov. Wendell Anderson
as a special guest.

46 years ago ...
Al Sirat fraternity
•intiates gave shoe
shines for a nickel, had
to refrain from talking to
women and dress
conspicuously.

Corrections
University Chronicle will
correct all errors in its
articles.
If you find a problem with

a story-an error of fact or
point requiring clarification-

please call (320) 255-4086.

Appl!~an!S: should be 16,rears of age or older.
111e position ts open to men and women. They
will receive in-house orientation. A lhree-hour-awcck commitment is required.
Call Brandi' Canter at 251-7203 for more
infonnation.

Strategic Planning
Committee seeks
continued dialogue
The last three of the planned open forums fordialogue between students, staff, faculty and the
planning committee are coming soon.
This Thursday two forums are planned, one
from 10:30 am to 11 :30 a.m. in Centennial Hall
room 100, the other at 3:15 p.m. in the
Education Building, room A226.
A third open forum is set for Oct. 21 at 3 p.m.
in Brown Hall Auditorium.
Call 255-2286 for more infonnation.

& NATION

Rape drug bill

signed Sunday
President Clinton signed a bill
that would add 20 years to the
prison sentence of rapists if they
use Rohypnol or other so-called
rape drugs.
Rohypnol, known on the street
as "roofies," are odorless, colorless
and tasteless tranquilizers 10 to 20
times more powelful than Valium.
The drug is dropped into victims'
drinks after which they pass out and
often have no memory of what
happened next.

This marks the first time using a
drug as a weapon has been made
illegal in the U.S.

Employers say
high school
grads lack skills
A statewide survey of 330
employers sponsored by the
Minnesota Business Partnership
and
Employers
Association
revealed 42 percent of them
felt high school graduates
who applied for jobs lacked

basic skills in reading, writing and
math.

Nigerian-run
drug ring busted
A Nigerian-run drug ring,
operated mostly by women, has
been broken by U.S. law
enforcement officials and their
counterparts in several countries
U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno
reported Friday.
Thirty-four people were arrested
in Chicago, New York, Detroit and
internationally.
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Grube's long-tenn vision for the
university

illcludes

Page3

significant

improvements in the university's
physical
appearance.
The
construction of a $30 million

library and renovation of many
campus areas are all part of a
physical master plan, to be
completed over the next IO

years.
"You've got to look first-rate for
people to think you're first-rate," he
said. ·
The improved layout includes
the creation of a definite border
between SCSU and the surrounding

community, as well as a "park-like"
appearance.
New parking lots are planned
for the north side of campus on land
the university has been steadily
purchasing from private owners.
According to Grube, a new
student services building will create
a "one-stop shop" for students to
take care of fee payment,
registration and other tasks in one
location.
"The campus should be a
beautiful physical space," he said.
Funding for the renovation and
improvements will come largely
from private donations, said Grube.
"Our greatest weakness is the
inadequacy of funding," he said.
"It's not that the state is neglecting
us-there are a lot of demands on
the public treasury. We appreciate
the support that the state has given

us, but we need to attract other
soureesaswell."
The
upcoming
semester
conversion process will bring
some revisions in the general
education curriculum.
In that
process, Grube has advocated a
smaller core program than the
existing one.
"I think it's important to keep
the program at . a size that's
comparable to our sister institutions
in MnSCU," he said.
According to Grube, the
MnSCU guideline for general
education recommends a 39-credit
core.
One major effort t0 institute a
firm future plan is the Strategic
Planning
committee.
The
committee is charged with creating
a long-term strategic plan for the
university. Toward this end, they
have sought input from students
and faculty alike at a series of open
forums. As of yet, attendance at the
sessions has been low.
"Student
input
is
very
importa»t," Grube said. "I strongly
encourage students to attend the
forums, and faculty too. We don't
want a strategic plan that people
don't support."
Grube said he feels dissent
should not arise in the future
because of the opportunity for
people to contribute input and
express their views now.
"I think the committee has really

bent over backwards to inform
people of the university's future
direction," he said.
Grube has ask&!. the committee
to provide a recommendation as to
the future of the anthropology and
recreation departments.
These departments were spared
from last year's budget cuts, but
their future remains uncertain. In
addition, the committee is .charged
with examining SCSU's progress
towards creating a {X!Sitive -climate
for women and minorities.
The committee's plan is expected to
be complete by the end of winter
quarter.
"lbese are not easy tasks for the
Strategic Planning group, but they
are imperative," Grube said. "l
thank faculty; staff and students
who have worked on the
committee. It's a tremendous
expenditure of time and energy, but
very im{Xlrtant for the university's
future."
Grube said
he
believes
cooperati6n is essential to SCSU's
progress, and the creation of a sense
of community on campus.
He encouraged students and
faculty to avoid adversarial
relationships and name-calling,
citing the need for the university to
be "a model of civil discourse."
"I try to be accessible to
people," Grube said. "I'm a
rather down-to-earth person, but
with high standards."

File photo

SCSU President Bruce Grube.

Youths learn survival assests Fraternity wins
industry award
by Jodi L. Wallin

future.Inasurveyof650citiesintheU.S. youth, according to Benson. The AMA
involving 350,000 sixth through 12th reports that "for the first time in the
grade public school students, the survey history of this country .the youth are Jess
If survival assets necessary for found not only what assets are necessary, healthy and less prepared to face the
heading into the 21st century could be but which assets students posses. 1be future than their parents," according to
17.;.0::.f:;.'h::.':;.
30:;.:__;B.:::;enson. There is
~;e;::e~c~e~:l~,c:~ ~::~~~ ,...,,~=hig:;.h~es_t;,.rank;:::,.w:;.as:;.Jc:·"':;.'.0..:v...:e:;.':;.
magic bullet that

Gamma Iota Sigma fraternity returned from their

be running on just over a half a
Chart •of Search Institute's 30 many people look for, according to
tank.
Developnte,ltAss,ets for Youth ('-ll. ~ Benson.
The good news is that every
"We need thousands, tens of
member of the community can
thousands of our citizens to share
help supply our youth with the
in the responsibility (for our
fuel they need to make their
youth). We need to name and
futures brighter in hundreds of
promote the good stuff, which is
ways. Those ways do not require
radically different than naming and
tons of money, special programs
reducing the negative," said
or new professional groups to
Benson.
cater to the needs of todays'
"Nothing will change until the
youth. What they do fequire is
vast majority say we have issues,
pers"onal involvement.
when am I going to take action,
Nearly 600 attended the
instead of blaming governmental
Cities
Week
"Healthy
agencies and families for their
Communities, Healthy Yo~th"
failure to control youth problems,"
presentation TI1ursday night at
Benson said.
the St. Cloud Civic Center,
The solutions, some as simple
according to Maureen Heinen,
as taking the time to listen, talk to,
Services Coordinator for the
or positively acknowledge youths
Search Institute. The institute put
are im{Xlrtant - especially for
on the program in conjunction
adults to take part in.
with corporate sponsor Lutheran
"We are the most ai eBrotherhood.
segregated society that has existed
"It was a great turnout," said
in the history of humankind,"
Dr. Peter Benson of the Search
said Benson, who noted that
Institute. "It's uncommon to get as many
cultures learn and pass down
as 600 people. It's a good show of initial The average was 16.5. Those assets held traditions from generation to generation
interest." Benson has spoken at as many true for all incom~ groups and all major by watching, learning and interacting.
30 cities this year, and the turnout in St. division of race in the country_:_Nittive In the U.S. today, 70 percent of
Cloud was nearly twice as what is Americans, Asian, Hispanic, African- youth have no or only one adult outside
normally received.
American and whites.
of their family that they have known for
The night's tone was one of optimism
"Something is seriously askew," said over a year. The Search Institute
over what communities and individuals Benson 'There is no community that is recommendsthatyouthhavebetween 12
can do to get involved. It was also a immune." He {Xlintcd out that for youth in and 24 long-term relationships with
startling reminder of how many of the rural areas of between 5,000 and 10,000, adults.
nation'syouth(grades6-12)areoperating the developmental assets needed to
The
meeting
was
a
way
without many _of the ba5ic coping skills survive are actually weaker.
of reminding people of the obvious. "1
the Search Institute has determined are
Across the nation, the biggest t~ink American society is a busy,
necessary for them to experience influences on youth are peer pressure and disconnected society and its easy 10
successful transitions into adulthood and the media, said Benson. That accounts for forget the role of individual persons
beyond.
the similar developmental assets and kids," Benson said. '1t's too
The Search Institute has defined the regardless of geographic location.
convenient to say 'We're too busy.' It's
30 crucial assets youth of today need to
The American Medical Association not only family, but the Jos"s of
cope with their environment and the has issued a code blue on the nation's community that can be fingered."

annual management conference Oct. 6. with new
perspectives and a wider knowledge of the insurance
world.
Each year, one chapter of Gamma Iota Sigma fraternity
holds an annual management conference. Last year SCSU
was the host.
This year's host was i:-emple University in
Philadelphia. Eight members of the SCSU chapter and
one professor, Dr. Christine Taylor, attended the
conference.
This year, the SCSU chii.pter was honored with
the national award for industry relations. There are
a total of 36 Gamma Iota Sigma fraternity chapters
and the award is annually given to the chapter that is
the most involved in working with the insurance
industry.
"Each month we send activity reports to the Grand
Chapter' for review." Tara Hought~m,_ tour director
and alumni representative of the St. Cloud chapter
said. "'The activities we do include everything from
doing volunteer work, to trucing tours, and listening to
speakers."
"The trip was funded by area insurance agencies,"
Houghton said. "$1,500 was donated from a number of
insurance agencies throughout the Minnea{Xllis, St. Paul,
and St. Cloud areas."
The conference began Oct. 3 and came to a close
Oct. 5. Each day was filled with various exhibits and
workshops dealing with such topics as risk management,
actual science, claims and underwriting and brokerage
sales.
Featured keynote speakers at the _conference were
Scott Lange and Evan Greenberg, Lange is director of risk
managementfortheMicrosoftCorp.andGreenbergisthe
executive vice president of the American International
Group.
GammalotaSigmafratemitydoesnotfittheusualallmale fraternity profile. Members of the Sigma fraternity
are male and female. They consider themselves to be more
of a professional business organization than a social
fraternity. However, socials are held.
All majors, especially business majors, are welcome to
attend the Gamma Iota Sigma meetings. Meetings are
held at 3 p.m. every Wednesday in the Sauk Room in
the Atwood Memorial Center.
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.Academic Learning Center offers tutoring
by DaNette Byers

two hours of supervised tutoring,
and then have 25 hours of tutoring
experience before one is certified as
a level one tutor."
The moce experience the tutor
obtains, the higher the level they
will work at, Gebeke said. Included

..$TAFF WRITER

With mid-tenns in full force and
end-of-the-quarter finaJs oli the way,
ii could be a good time to discover
the Academic Leaming Cel1ter.

The Academic Leaming Center
offers a wide variety of services to
students free of charge. One -of.the
key services is private tutoring in the

following areas:
Q studying for classes
a reading comprehension

·a

and memory

avoiding procrastination
Q improving concentration
a improving vocabulary

- a

note taking
"Each ·tutor is required to go ~
through an accredi1ed international
training program through the
College Leami ng and Reading

Association," said Pamela Gebeke,
tutor coordinator. '1bey must go

through eight hours of class training,

Senior Charles Adou, a Mor at the
Academic Learning Center,
assists
sophomore Angela

IIAD
'

Goldenstein with her classwork.
Adou has been a tutor at the
center for two years.

U'~' ~[[

If we don't have a
tutor for a certain
subject, we can
still help...
Pamela Gebeke
TUTOR COORDINATOR

in training are learning styles,
multicultural tutoring and ethical
guidelines. Tutors also learn to
instruct students who speak Ellglish
as a second language.
In order for students to tutor for
certain classes, they must have had
the class and received a grade of a B
or better. There are tutors available
in almost all areas of study including

English, physics,• French, theater
and film studies and computer
science. There are several tutors for
high demand classes such as
Chemistry I02.
Although some tutors apply on
their own, others are recommended
by professors or are chosen through
the campu( work study program.
All tutors are paid for their services.
"If we don't have a tutor for a
certain subject, we can sfill help a
student by reinforcing study skills
that work best for them," Gebeke
said
If students have quick questions
for the tutors, they can reach them
by their E-mail accounts. The ALC
is expecting 12 new IBM computers
to be installed this week. According
to Gebcke, the computers will be
helpful in improving the study skills
program.
The ALC is funded in several
ways including the Counseling
Center, a Cultural Diversity Grant
and the work study program.
To receive tutoring, students may
call (320) 255-4993 or stop by the
ALC to make an appointment . The
ALC is located in Stewart Hall,
Room 101. The center is open
Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to
4 p.m., and Friday 8 am. to 3 p.m.

Let your voice be heard on

ca~p~s by w~iting a letter to the editor at:
Op1n1ons Editor
University Chronicle
I 3 Stewart Hall

I

,

,
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"This Ain't Video·· International Film .Series
7 p.m. Oct. 17. 24: No,,. 7. 14

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

~My Sweet little Village ~ 7 p.m. Oct. 17
(Czechoslovakia. 1986. Jiri Men zel)
A wry comedy about an irascible 1ruck driver. his bumbling
assistanl. and <heir baltle with scheming bureaucrals.
~Delta or Venu s~ (NC -17)
7 p.m. Ocr. 18: 9:30 p.m. 0cc. J9: 3 p.m. Ocr. 20

(320)251-2569

~Henry and Jun e~ (NC -17)
9:30 p.m. Oct. 18: 7 p.m. Oct. 19. 20

Hours:
Mon . - Fri.10 a.m -9 am.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 8 p.ni..
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

r ----------- ,
I
BUMPER
-To-

Next to
Bo Diddley's
downtown.

I BUMPER

AUTO PARTS and SERVICE

~
ChHdren·s Spooky Story
Reading
Hill/Case Hall
Haunted House
October 28
Entries due at 4 p.m .
October 17
Guideli.nes and entry form s
available in AMC ll8

Co-Jpt,ruom1 wi"flr The Dl'p.irtmfnt of Thl'arrt 9nd /Jim JtuditJ

We .12!& and sell used

v;sa~~.:!?.~~o,.,

I
I

Alwood

:t:P..,o•o11Bvvov11s-ruoENT
Acnvm,u ooLLARS

Ill

liC€RARU

Films

6 T. CLOUD

Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

/IH
4 ?Op

.::''i'J 220'i

Theater -Admiuance with SCSU 10

r

-,

SP€AK.€RS

The Abortion Debate: Nanc!,I Ruiz vs. Lynn Paltro w
8 p.m. Oc r. 23. Ritsche Auditorium
Free with SCSU ID. $3 public
Tickets auailable in Atwood 118

:

SP€CJAL €V€DCS

:

srocliGbc

I Oil Change
_I L----------------------------------.J!
I•
Filter & Lube I ••••....•••.....•....••.....••....••....
1
I
\ Hom eco ming '96: A New Tradition
:
Ort. 21-26
:

$14 90

Install new oil filter
•Upto5quarts_ofoil
Lubricate chas1s
•
_~
• Check fluids
most light cars and trucks
• Preventative maintenance
check
.

I ,•
I
1

us tax

Add $1 for disposal of used oil and filter:-

1
I

-------·-~..I
Please call for an appointment. Expires 11·(6·96

I

vlsuAL

Stan O"Daffer: Jazz. New Age ,
8 p.m. Oc t. 15 The .Quarry

ARCS

Oceanworks/Mixed Media by Fred Polesak
Oct. 21 - Dec. 18 in the Atwood Gallery
Opening Reception: 3-4:30 p.m. Oct. 21
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hand Painted Silk by Ma reth Sulliva.n
Oct. IO . Not•. 7 in the Atwood Ballroom ,Display Cases

oucioos1R€c
Trip

to Spooky World OCt 25

Sign up Ort.14-22 in AMC 118 ~;

~
.r" :. ·~-- - '. )

-t-t

'.

ct.,.
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Vice president takes sabbatical
changes. Grachek said with all of
these upcoming changes, it is time
for a new leadership_area.

by Jeff Dahler
$TAFF WRITER

Barbara

Grachek,

vice

president of academic affairs, is
steppiJ)g down from her position at
the end of this academic year. :
Grachek

is

not

retiring,

however. She is taking a one-year
sabbatical during the 1997-1998
school year, then returning to·
SCSU to take on other

administrative duties.
This will be Grachek's sixth
year 3.L SCSU. She will officially
stepdownonJune30, 1997. SCSU
President

Bruce

Grube

said

Grachek deserves a sabbatical.
"In all tbe time Barb has
worked for SCSU, she has never
taken a sabbaticaJ," Giube said.

f

"To say that she's long overdue is a
complete underscatement"
Grube said ~ va1ues Grachek
both for what she has done· for._
SCSU and also as a person.
'"The reason I value her is two
fold," Grube said. "She has a long
history, a .set of skills, and
expertise. She also has a very high

level of integrity and honesty, and I
can count on Barb for her integrity
and loyalty IO SCSU."
In the next few years, $CSU
will be undergoing a number of

Grachek s3.id the new vice
president has to be commiued to
improving SCSU, nOl only in the

upcoming year, but into the future.
"We have to prepare ourselves
to make this a stronger institution
for the 20th century," Grachek

It is a fish
eat fish
· wor1d.
Rduertise

said.
Grachek said she is pleased
with how smoothly academic
affairs has run in these last few

years of transition.
"I think I have been able to
provide stability and continuity in
a time of transition," Grachek said.
Stepping down was not a spur
of the moment decision. Grachek
said she was thinking about it

today

during the summer, and even
discussed the possibility of
.stepping down with Grube. She
then decided it was the right choice

orbe

and made her announcement at the

beginning of fall quarter.
The search for a new vice
president is just · starting.
Advertisements have been placed
in the Chronicle of Higher
·
~Barbara
Grachek,
vice Leo ming.
president of academic affairs,
SCSU will start the initial
will take a one-year sabbatical. screening of possible candidates in
November.

Shtuu A Opat,/ASSISTANT PHGT'O El.JlroR.

read,

"We just entered a . new

government system at the state-wide level," Grache}c said, "We
also have to work on the semester
change."
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More Helpful
than a
Bridal Show

Oironlde

255-3943

We are looking roi,· the most
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University Program Board
Literary Arts Committee is
sponsoring

T~.4T:,fANNUAL
SS-OOKV $'1'.QRV tONr.SS't

Tell us a g9,:9~.filY\tale in the form
of a sho_l/~jtbl\'&\ :.poetry or play!
_
'. :1\,,t.~··\•;'1t,, :,,._\ •: ··
.

oif\::'-' '

aval~ .

· :.,\:'. }·

· ' .\:'up to $25 will be

!,est entries submitted
·

.. ,l.J students

, :~ :_.. \.:-/ .·.1,_·:q(_}r .•

,,!jnJ;IWi\{lmJ:ls are available in the

uiiiv~ft'lt~;r'Atwooo ns- 255-2205
_Like anything else in
and around SCSU, we'll

Marriage· Preparation Program
October 26, November 9, 16
from9-ll am
in the Terrace

cover it
<oM 5;./(Jy/Or
~r..: 5;./(Jy/f

Chronicle

Please call to pre-register

Entry forms are due by
4 p.m. October 17

Winning entries will be presented at the
Hill-Case Haunted House at
6:40 p.m. O:tober 28
for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Halloween party

Saturday: 5:30 p.m. ,
Sunday: 9a.m .• ll:15a.m .8p.m.

Newman
-Ch_~_r~_,•
'- Center

I+ I

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

MaSII & Events 251-3261

Office25I -3260

•

PAID FOR BY YOOR STIJOENT
A~IVITY FEE DOLLARS

'lWWlfRSJTYilu'Onide .

Anderson
<
en
DIBJ~
Dr. M~ron Anderson

""7uesmy,c n:tdler 15, 1996

Debate
;

An engaging debate on the topic:
. The Christian Religion:
True or False?

illiam Lane Crai9
Talbot Seminary Professor of Philosophy

Tuesday, October 15, 7pm
Atwood Voyageurs Room
Sponsored blJ Ca!"pus Crusade for Christ, IDEA .and tl,e SCSU Philosopl,IJ Department

lf yoa·r• "do111g " too mac{! foot
worI<_ or "doi11g" a !o-v•/fi.,t. tbmg witb
your ca r; Do Tb• BUS ... 111\ltead! l'!cI<_ ,ip
yoar Miltro l\u\l Q.aar ter l'a\l\l for $18 a t
tfi • · Atwood M .ii ll D•llI<_. 1t·11 good for
a11llmit•d r!d•ll 011 tb• Ca mpa\l Cl!PP•r or
tfi• •11tl r • Met r o ·Bull llY\lhPJ! Sooo Do11·t W•ar oat your f••t. wa11t • yoar ca r
or pat ap wltfi .parI<_lllg problem\l. "Do .
Tf>• BUS " tll \ltead - All o-ver tow11!
Roat« 11cf>edale\l a11d Etdart-;r pa\l\l«\l
a-vailable at i\twood Ma111 D«\ll\..

M

■ IIIOBl5

For more information, call 251-RIDE

.

f
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Panels-help job
searching skills
'by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

The Career Services office iS
planning to hold two panels on
campus to help students with their
future . .
The first panel will be held
Wednesday from · 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Atwood Little Theater.
The panel's title is "Resume Tips
from Employers." It will include
employers from WCCO, First
Bank System, . the city of St.
Cloud,
Kohl's
department
stores, Sherwinn-Williams and a
representative from the state of
Minnesota.
The panel will be held in a
question and answer format that
will aJlow students to gain insight

from employers.
llris panel will give students an
opportunity to obtain advice, and
tips from employers on writing
resumes. The employers ·will give
their petspective on. what to include
in and how to prepare for writng a

resume,

According to Deede Balcom

Gatz, city of St. Cloud employee, a
person· should include personal
interests, highlight their experience
and know the job they are applying
for. One mistake people make
while writing a resume is including
infomrntion about their personal
lives.
"Make sure you're tailor
made for the job," Gatz said.
On Oct. 22, an interview panel
will be held in the Atwood Little
Theater from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. The
six diff!!rent employers that will be
represented are the St. Cloud
Hospital, Target, Schwans, St.
Cloud Correctional Facility, Steams
County National Bank and either
Carlson Company or Anderson
Consulting.
The panels are designed to give
students direct feedback f[Om
people. who know what to do
when searching for jobs.
- A representative of Career
Services said the panels are a good
way for students to get connected
with people who are out there in
the field.

Your ,own personal space.
ADVERTISE HERE.
Call the Chronicle advertising gurus at

~®®=~®®®
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University Program Board Speakers Committee
Presents:

The Abortion Debate
Pro-life vs. Pro-choice

lit

8 P-rn-·Wednesday, October 23, 1996
Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University
Free with SCSU ID Public $3
Tickets available in the UPB office
Atwood Center I I 8 255-2205

ii '":'6:o;:,~•;::--.,:,~:::r

Nancy Ruiz

Lynn Paltrow

• Director of Development
for the Susan R Anthony
List
·

• Director of Litigation of
The Center for Reproductive
Law &Policy

• Served as the congressional
liaison to the House of
Representatives for the
National Right to Life
Committee

• Recognized in 1991 by The
National Law Journal as one
of the 100 Most Influential
Lawyers in the USA

• Appeared on the Today
show, ABC news, CNN
morning news, and Fox news

• Served as the first Legal
'and Research Director for the
National Abortion Rights
Action League (NARAL)

------

AVIATION STUDENTS:

I

R.ed-ume ii-pd- /1/,o.m
empLo.'l'el/,d,

*

Bring this
coupon in and
receive $6 off
your fl~ght
physical!
. . . OCCUPATIONAL
MEDICINE
CLINIC
-

I

I
.3:oo P'!' (!)~c!~eNices L

.

I

I

I

_______ ....I

D,M. Van Nostrand, M,D,
4180 Thielman Lane•Suite 104•St, Cloud
(320)261-3666

I

Government
HustOn said at least two dozen
students commending him for his

actions after the: student story ran in
the Oct. 8 issue of University
Chronicle.
Huston said the students with

whom he spoke were concerned the
article reported the senate took no

action.
Huston said ·the current code of
conduct at SCSU regarding
behavior off-campus is double

jeopardy -

Tuesday, October 15, 1996
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dual punishment for

the same crime.

Troy Temke, judicial council
chair, infonned Huston that
punishing students under a code
of conduct on campus at SCSU
for behavior off campus does

not constitute double jeopardy.
Temke likened it to accepting a
job that requires drug testing. Using

PAGE 1

illicit drugs outside of work can be
cause for termination from work,
even if the drugs were not used on

if he was aware that her committee
was drafting something addressing

some of the same · issues. Huston
the premises, he said.
replied that he·.did not
Temke reminded Huston that all
A resolution ,would have to
students attending SCSU agree to be
written
carefully,
said
abide by the code of conduct while vice president Jeff Anderson.
they are students.
The
executive
board
of
Senator Stephanie English Stu-dent Government ·planned
thanked Huston for coming and !O meet Monday to discuss : the
said Student Government is always issue.
open to discuss· issues. English
Senatof Mike Baker reported
asked Huston if he really the university is still checking
represented students' interests and - into
the
legality
of the
not his own.
situation, with Gene Gilchrist,
Huston challenged English to vice president of administrative
set up booths and ask the students if affairs, and that nothing will be
they agree with what he was quoted done until then.
as saying in the Oct. 8 of University
Baker said he had been quoted .
Chronicle.
in the Chronicle article as well and
Academic Affairs chairwoman did not have any students come and
Jacqueline sene asked Huston talk to him ab(?ut the issue.

Pamper '}Gurseff
with the most sophisticated pedicure sysfem

Q.Nails
Copper Corte
212 Waite Ave. S.
202-8574

Mon .--Sat.
9 a.m.-8 p.m
Closed Sunday

T

COUPON

$3.00 off full set of nails :
(Reg. $28.00)
:

Q.Nails
Expires

Join our

today!

COUPON

$1.00 off fills
(Reg. $18.00)

:, ·

l l"-15-96

Call for an
;appointment

Q.Nails
Expires 11-15-96
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Golden Bears spoil Husky opener, ,4-2
anybody played real well until the
third period."
The three-goal deficit .had the
The Huskies wanted a good start young Huskies reeling before the
to the season and it got one, but the final period, which ended up being
finish of the ,seas<>n opener didn't ; SCSU'sbest. •
go quite as planned. ·
"We Weren~t whlfl:ing our oneIt oniy took the Huskies 25 on-one · battles and we weren't
seconds to put away the first goal of playing with any intensity," Dahl
the 1996-97 season, but the said. ''This was a certain eyeUniversity o( Alberta defeated opener."
SCSU 4-2 Saturday at the National
Alberta put a bigger learn than
Hockey Center.
SCSU on the ice, and the Golden
"We've just got to look at this as Bears were playing their tenth game
a learning experience," sophomore of this seas6n.
Matt Cullen said. "We had a nice
"Tliey've played len games and
start but there was a-lot of game left we were trying to see where we are
after that and we t,ightened up."
· at," Dahl said. ''But, thjs is the best
Sophomore Mark Parrish put team we've seen from Canada. We
away the first goal of the Husky · prefer to play teams like this rather
season on assists from Cullen and than have a cakewalk."
senior Mike O'Connell.
The Huskies were using the
· The Golden Bears did not take game as a chance to look at their
long to answer, tying the game up , younger players, sitting junior
4:03 into the first period, and taking goaltender Brian Leitza, senior
a 3-1 lead after one period.
forward DaVe Paradise, junior
After the quick start, SCSU was defense man Andy Vicari and senior
seeing flashes of last year's 11-2 defenseman Randy Best. Junior
opening-game
rout of the forward Sacha Molin, suffering
University of Regina.
from a groin injury, was limited to
"We lhougl).t it was going to be Only two shifts.
_
another Regina but we were quickly
"It Was obvious we were playing
proven wrong,".Parrish said. "We some young guys, but the young
went back on our heels and didn't guys did well overall," Cullen said.
get back on track until the third "Not to take anything away from
period."
the young guys, but it will be nice to
At the 17:21 mark of the second have everybody back."
period, the Alberta lead widened to
The Huskies travel to the
4-1 on a short-handed goal by Mike University of Wisconsin this
Thompson.
weekend to face the Badgers in the
"I
wasn't surprised by conference opener for both teams.
(Alhena's) start beCausc we Jacked
"We've got to bring o~effort up
Paul Middlestaedt!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
focus in the first period," SCSU against Wisconsin," Parrish said.
Sophomore forward Matt Cullen tries to sneak around University of Alberta center Mike Jickling head coach Craig Dahl said. "We "We've got to keep the ·effort we
Saturday at the National Hockey Center. The Huskies lost to Alberta 4-2 in SCSU's season opener. played harder and smarter. in the had in the third period and go a few
SCSU heads to the University of Wisconsin Friday for the WCHA opener for both·teams.
- second period. but I didn't think steps further."

by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Scoring not a problem for Martin against Mankato
Running back collects seven touchdowns in SCSU's first conference vlctory
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Randy Martin may live in St. Cloud, but
his home on Saturday seemed to be in the end
zone at Mankato State University's Blakeslee
Field.
The senior running back scored a North
Central Conference record seven touchdowns
in SCSU's 48-42 overtime win against the
Mavericks.
'
"I really didn't realize I had done it until
after the game," Martin said. "I wasn't
thinking about it at all because the game got
so close at the end."
The running back from Chippewa Falls,
Wis., ended the day with 170 yards rushing
and 52 yards receiving, but his seven scores
gave SCSU (1-3 NCC, 2-4 overall) its first
win this season in the conference.
"Randy just kept on going," head coach
Noel Martin said. "It's kind of amazing. I
don't know what to say except that it's
amazing."
Six of the scores came on the ground, and
the other came ·on a 50-yard reception.
"After he scored a few we thought 'Let's
, keep on going with it,' " Noel Martin saio.
"He seemed to be doing something right with
it."
Randy Martin credited Jhe line for his

successful perfonnance..
"I was just fortunate to get the ball down
there," Randy Martin said. 'The whole line
played well and (senior fullback Tom)
Williams really had some nice blocks."
The conditions also favored the running
I
style of the Harlan Hill <1,andidate.
'The field was kind of hard and slippery
so it made it tough to tlo a lot of things," Noel
Noel Martin
Martin .said. "We had Jo go straight ahead
SCSU HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
with the ball, and Randy's a real good
straight-ahead ruoner." .
The Huskies had built a 28-0 lead in the
In th~ overtime, -SCSU's Jay Hanson football and catch up In a hurry," Noel Martin
first half behind four of Martin's scores, and intercepted a pass from Maverick quarterback said. ·:
led 28-7 at the half.
Soj,homore receiver Mike McKinney
John Hebgen to end MSU's chances.
The Mavericks (2~2 NCC, 3-3 overall)
"Our defense just did a great job in the finished the day with eight receptions for 81
bounced back in the second half,. scoring 14 overtime," Noel Martin said. "They stepped yards. Williams amassed 94 rushing yards.
points in the third quarter and 21 in the fourth. up and Hanson did a great. job to get the
."Williams had a very good day for us, The Huskies looked like they were going · interception."
too," Noel Martin said. "We were really able
to put Mankato away in the fourth quarter, but
·
On the overtime possession for the to attack them."
MSU's Reggie Patterson put the Mavericks Huskies, Randy Martin scampered in-from 14
The Huskies travel to Sioux City, Iowa, to
back in striking distance with an 88:yard yards out to give the Huskies the win.
face Morningside College this weekend. The
kickoff return for a touchdown.
''It's kind of a relief to get that first win (in Chiefs are in last place in the NCC, and have
· MSU kicker Greg Janacek punched a 43- the conference),'' Randy Martin said. "We yet to -:vin a conference contest.
yard field goal through with 57 seconds finally got a couple of breaks."
"Anytime yoll win, it builds momentum
remaining in regulation to send the game 10
The Mavericks' passing game gave without a doubt," Randy Martin said. ,"But
overtime.
SCSU's defense problems all game as just because they haven't won or whatever,
"We.go ~ack up on top and then let them. Hebgen finished the game with 249 passing we can't be looking past them."
back in it with a kickoff return," Noel Martin yards.
The next home contest for the Huskies
said. "I was just happy we canie back to· hold
''They had a pretty good passing game atld will be the SCSU homecoming game against
them to a field goal."
that gave them the o~portunity to move the the University of Northern Colorado Oct. 26.

Randy just kept going. It's kind of amazing.
don't know what to say except that it's amazing.

;.,
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SCSU drops close match to.Minnesota- Duluth
\

by Rob LaP/ante

The Bulldogs came back and rallied to take
the game and the match 16-14.
Despite 24 team block-assists by the Huskies,
A loss is still a loss, but it sort of felt Jike a SCSU had problems matching the power of
win.
UMD as tilt: Bulldogs had 62 kills, led by
Though the SCSU volleyball team dropped sophomore outside hitter Jenny Carlson's game
Friday night's non-conference match to the high 20:
University of Minnesota-Duluth in three games
SCSU was led by senior outside hitter Cami
15-10, 15-13, 16-14, SCSU head coach Dianne Selbitschka who finished with 19 kills.
Glowa!Zke said she saw something in the match Sophomore outside hitter Shelly Geyen had a
that she hasn't seen all year.
strong game with seven kills, seven digs and four
"What really stood out tonight was the team's block-assists.
level of intensity," Glowatzke said. 'The crew
"We wanted to give Geyen a little more
came out tonight and really wanted to win and playing time to try and match UMD's power,"
their intensity level was ·high the entire match, Glowa!Zke said. "By starting Geyen, we did give "
which we haven't seen all year."
up a little bit of our passing game, but Shelly
In the first game, SCSU came out flying gives us a good attacker and is a better blocker,
jumping to an early 7-1 advaritageoveI".thesixth- whiCh we needed in there to try and shut down
ranked Bulldogs.
...
UMD's attack."
The Huskies fonned a solid blocking attack
''Even though we won in three games tonight,
all match, particularly in the first game.
we never felt in control out there," Rolf said. "St.
"We were blocking well tonight, especially in Cloud is an experienced team and we never giVe
the first set,'!_ said SCSU seniqr middle hitter up on SCSU because they really have a good
Courtney Powers. "I think our blocking sort of team."
·
frustrated (UMD) and throughout the match we '
Despite the non-confererice loss, the Huskies
were able to take advantage of their frustration." (14-7 overall, 6-3 North Central Conference)
11le Bulldogs were able to battle their way will bring a two-game conference winning streak
back and take the first game I0-15.
into Tuesday nights contest with Morningside
"After we fell ·behind early and being able to College (14-5 overali', 3-3 NCC).
come ~ack in the first game really OOOsted our
Morningside is led by senior outside hitter
team's confidence," said UMD head coach Pati Theresa Kathman-Trees who has twice been
Rolf.....We were able to pass well tonight and . named to the all-NCC team. This season,
when we pass welL we are a very difficult team Kathman-Trees ranks third in the NCC with 4.38
to stop."
kills per game. Selbitschka leads the NCC with
In the second game, both teams went back- 5.63 kills per game.
__.::'.2±1'.:.__ _::.J!c':....I and-forth. Once again, it was UMD winning the
"If we come out strong an play with the same
game 15-13.
intensity we played with tonight, we should be
Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
In the third game, SCSU trailed 10-6. Behind able to beat Morningside," Powers said
Freshman Kim Pellman (left) and senior Cami Selbitschka leap on a block
some timely blocking, ·the Huskies were able to
Game time is 7 p.m. tonight · at Halenbeck
attempt against a University of Minnesota - Duluth hitter Friday.
rally, taking a 14-12 lead.
Hall.
STAFF WRITER

Oktoberfest

Leprechaun? Lederhosen.
Oh, Lederchaun? Yah, Leprehosen~
Come celebrate Oktoberfest where agreat German tradition
comes to agreat Irish Pub ... O'HaratBrew Pub &Restaurant!
Come on in to O'Hara's Brew Pub & Restaurant from
Wednesday, ·October 16 through Thursday, October 24
and join in _the festive celebration by enjoying our new
Oktoberfest seasonal brew and authentic german food.
And don't forget to register for our great nightly
giveaways and trips!

I

Events. Speciols &61veawaus1
•

New·Oktoberfest seasonal brew!

•

Authentic German Food

• Win a trip to'the turn-of-the-century St. James Hotel
in Red Wing, Minnesota.
A

GREAT

PLACE

TO

SHOW

YOUR

MUG
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Huskies pick up first conference victory
Soccer team follows football squad's lead, downs Mankato State
·by Brian Wlerima
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU women's soccer team threw some gasoline on
the fire with their first conference win over Mankaio State on
Saturday and simmered down with a tie against University of
Wisconsin•River Falls on Sunday.
The Huskies notched theiriirst North Central Conference
win of the season Saturday with a 2-0 victory over Mankato
State. The win also extended SCSU's winning streak to three
straight

The Huskies overcame a bad first half when freshman
forward Ann Hultgren scored a goal at the 43:45 mark.
Freshman forward Sarah Welken was credited with the assist.
Sophomore Chris Fleischer added some insurance soon
· after with a goaJ at the 48:43 mark. The assist Went to

sophomore midfielder Jen DeMers. Sophomore goalkeeper
Alyssa Halverson and the defense in front of her had yet
another shutout to preserve the victory.
Head coach Shellee Lamie said her learn played good,
excluding the first half. 1be defense is doing well'' she said
"Although we didn't talk and had injuries (in the fust half) we
pulled through iL"
•
Fleischer said the learn pulled it together and played a good
game throughout the second half.
'ihe score showed how we played," Fleischer said.
Things weren't as fortunate for the Huskies on Sunday at
Halenbeck Field after a defensive standoff resulted in a 0-0 tie
against River Falls.
Halverson and the SCSU defense posted another stellar
outing to limit the Falcons' scoring opportunities. Halverson
~d IO saves to shutout River Fa11s.

The Huskies couldn't find the net with 17 shots on goal.
Lamie said her team looked tired and ilidn't communicate'
enough. "The intensity was down and we didn't want it"
Fleischer said the team can't blame the tie on fatigue and
they should have pulled out the victory.
"We totally dominated and I feel we should have definitely
won." she said. "We could have played better."
The Huskies are 3-0-1 in the last four ~ to boost their
record to4-9overall and 1-2 in the NCC.
,
With the team seemingly out of the losing slump suffered
in the early part of the season, Fleischer said she and her
teammates are ready to keep on winning.
''We've been working much harder and everybody is just
sick of losing," she said. "We want it (winning) a lot 'more.
Our mentality is better and we're getting our confidence
back."

RE.AD, REACT, WRITE
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.HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT

ELDER
CARE
LOCATOR

A Way To Find Communit,

Assistance for Seniors

1·800-677-1116

D

YOUR BICYCLE SUPERSTORE.

Out-N~

111///t. ~
- 251-9036

. LOW PRICE GUARANTEE

The area's most complete
selection of bikes, parts,
accessories, car racks and
clothing! Full repair center
with 48-hour turnaround!
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Bicycle Blowout Sale!

Pullover Jockeh-

$26.99 & "UP
Assorted Wool ShirtsSpecially Priced;

$23.99

Better
coverage

than the
Husky
secondary!

Metallic Wallets-

$ 7. 99

Assorted Her1ey Styte Shirts-

$ l 2. 99 and Up
$8. 99

Flip Skirts-

Assorted Polyester Tops-

$ l 3. 99 & UP
Slinky Dresses- Special Buy-

$ l 4. 99
Just Arrived- Hu.9e Shipment
of Military Surplus Clothing
From Europe!
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St. Cloud 5alnt5 host air meet
Story by
Nathan Denny

Photos by
Lukas Johnson and

Julia Peterson
When one thinks of early morning airport
activity, the mind·may conjure up images such as a
pilot's scarf flapping in the wind as a pla~e lands

in the background, or banners billowing as
workers refuel a plan~.
lbis weekend's NationaJ Intercollegiate Ayers

Association Safecon regional airmeet involved
four teams (SCSU, UNO, the University of ·
Dubuque, and Mankato State University). The

teams competed in tWo days of events ranging
from written tests to landing accuracy and tests of
flying skill.

Senior Jason Buechler pilots Saturday afternoon before competing in the
message drop event.
A propeller rests after the meet Saturday afternoon.
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by Billy Whalen

wide variety of comics that

STAFF WRITER

Jerry Seinfeld has- a picture of
one on the fridge in his sitcom.
Denzel Washington argues. about
one in the movie Crimson Tide.
SCSU's stucJent ,body president,
Will Littlejohn, occasionally enjoys
reading one.
The mysterious interest all these
people have in common are the
comic books young and old have
been reading for years.

·
Three years ago, the comic
book industry had its biggest

constantly broke industry records
for an independent comp_any.
Before Image split the comic
industry's overall percentages and
profits, there were two leading

monarchy companies Marvel
Comics and DC Comics combined
they took up more than
two-thirds of the comic market.
Currently,
Marvel,
holds
about
half
the
industry's
percentages, DC, one-forth and
Image, one-fifth.
Image was fanned by a handful
of leading artists and writers from

boom ever. Sales and profits Marvel comics, who were tired of
increased, and breathed new life not having creative control over
into a relatively lackluster and their characters or receiving Profits
striving industry. Not only did it from promotional merchandise that
bring about nostalgia in regular showcased their artwork. The
comic book enthusiasts, it also purpose of the company was to
created a surge of new collectors create fresh, new comics and artists
and readers.
would have . complete creative
Dave Peterson, co-owner of · freedom and control over their
Granite City Comics, located at 125 characters.
Fifth Ave S., said 1993 saw one of
Not only did Image steal the
the biggest increases the industry spotlight from the two major
had ever seen.
companies, they broke the mold for
"It was probably a&ut 50 other independent companies who
percent to 75 percent more than it is have risen a bit to take a tiny piece
now. It tapered off in 1994, and .. of the overall percentages.
then in 1995 to · now, where it
Hollywood spawned interest in
has been pretty steady." Peterson the comic book industry by creating
said.
films based on comic books.
There were two major
"When Jhe first Batman movie

~~~ that ignited the 1993 comic ~ ~!!~~~l~ve~l~~i
One was the famous DC
Comic's death of the Superman
storyline, which sold millions of
copies. The other was the bii:th of a
new independent comic book
company, Image, that produced a

'Crow' movies brought in a lot of
attention to the independent
company Kitchen Sink Press,"
Peterson said.
Television shows like ABC's
Lois and Clark: The New

Scott AJUU

uro llllJSfR,mON

Grantte City Comics h01Jses a large variety of new and old comic books.
Adventures of Supennan, have led and are 90 percent male. Peterson
to an increase of people attributes the mostly male
entering comic book stores across audience to the fact that almost
the nation.
all the books are written towards
A
major
reason
for males.
the sunnounting interest in comics
In recent years, there has
is that comic books have been an increase in more
matured and they've broadened female orientated comics.
in levels of ethnicity; dealing
Many
people's
thoughts
with
race
issues;
and and reactions to comic books is
developed
various
gender that they are for kids or .ire
characters.
merely
childish,
which
Peterson's clientele ranges Peterson attributes to the title
from 15 year olds to 30 year olds . 'comic books':

"A few years ago, DC
expanded its company by creating
a separate branch called Vertigo,
which created comic books
with a more adult theme,"
Peterson said. "It's the type
of comics that are totally
different
than
anything
else. They're not just about
superheros spandex. It's about wellwritten stories."

Go m COMICS, PAGE 1s •

Discount 1--lealth Club Mernbership !!

ening Soon_

CALL Club Germain
255-1171

ia.nhhJoe's
·BayeISho~

r.:

-11-llati:-o

Coffee • E,presso • Bagels

Soup,•O,W•-·-1

Still Deciding?

'3)·
For Career Information

tall
612-654-5089

419 West St. Germain St.
Across from Radissori Hotel

Javahh Joe's Bagel Shop -n- Bistro is now accepting
applications for the following positions:· cashier, wait
staff, prep cook, and bagel-makers. Great wages. Good
times. ·APPLY NOW!! Stop in at 419 West St. Germain
Street across from the Radisson.

Creative Styling and Tanning
Body
Perm
1/2 Price
lliU55

$27.50

Styled
Hair.Cut

COLLEGE
ADA A«cuible l'Kilit1 Mla:natiYC Actloll/Eqlal 9pporalaily' l!chK:t,to, ucl Bmplofu

'y/~)i~~

"Cup 0' Joe with a Little Dough!"

With featured
stylists: Tami
Maranel, Jen

SJ! CLOUD TECHNICAL

Hw;fot.J,

$9
Complete
with: Amber,
Jen, Maranel,
Tami

Sun Glitz
l![

Tanning Plans

5 Sessions ............. $15
Weaving
~ F o i l 1o Sessions .............. $20

$35

15 Sessions..............$30

*Now through
Dec.unlimited ........... $39

Hair
Specialists
7th and Division

253-8868

~ Open every evening

4

;roY~!Ai.
They were reaching
Planet SCSU with
no relevant
information.
II' -fMy O,J/y
1

J.◄<i -fM

Contlcs

Air meet
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Warren Anderson, a parHime
student at SCSU and an avid comic
collector of 18 years., says tha1 it can
sometimes be embarrassing to admit to
people you collect comics. but that it is
only because the perception people
have of them that they are very much
unlike what people think of them.
Anderson said hi s long time
dedication to oomics has been because
of the good stories and artwork whose
quality has increased over the years.
' "I think because of the title, people
mostly associate comics along the lines
of cartoons;· Peterson said.
.
"I like to compare it(comics) to
animation, in that animation has grown
to the point where much of it is enjo)'ed

more and tooled more to adu lt

audiences. just like comic books have
started to do;' said Peterson.
Peterson went on to say that comic
books are definitely different than from
ten or fifteen years ago. All readers had
to do was read a single issue of SpiderMan and not have to read the issues
previous or the other Spider-Man titles,
which you have to today to know what
is going on.
Peterson said he is amai.ed children
who collect comics can actually follow
the complex story lines.
Recently comic books have begun
advancing more towards new
technology like using computergenerated colors, lettering and even
artwork. One disadvantage the older
comics have, which t~hnology has
helped, is that the paper quality would
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tend to decrease over the years. Now
there is better quality paper that will last
longer and enhance the art work.
For those people who are interested
in getting into in comics, Peterson
encourages to start out with Graphic
Novels or Trade Paperbacks. Most of
these are reprints of old comics issues
that are more affordable and easier to
und~rstand what is currently going on
in that particular comic book.
Currently the top selling comic
books are Marvel's X-Men titles and
Image's Spawn titles. Other popular
comics are DC's Kingdom Come, Dark
Horses Star Wars titles and Topp's Xfiles, which Peters6n says has brought
in a new crop of readers who are avid
followers to the cult television show of
the same name.
People who are wanting to start
collecting comic books for the sole
purpose of investment should stick with
either top selling comic books or
comics that are the first issue in the
series.
Peterson hopes that more people
will become interested in comics, they
~ a good investment and great forms ,
ofart.
"Comics are like finding a hidden
treasure. A book with an author that
really _knows how to write good stories.
but no one rellds his stuff. lt's(comics) a
really good form of literature."

A second article exploring comic
books will appear in the next edition of
Un iversity Chronicle.

Check Out The New .
Hours For

The meet started off with
team landing practices. Pilots
from each team simply had to
land' as accurately as possible
on the runway's white lines.
Since this was the earliest
event, the wind was still
strong, making landings more
challenging. And the weather
caused problems other than
disrupted landings.

~ wind was blowing the
chalk dust lines off the runway
at such a rate that personnel
were constantly .relining it.
In one case a UND pilot had to
pull up and circle around again
before landing because
so11,1eone was relining the
runway at the last minute.
"The velocity and angle of
the wind is making life
interesting for them," said
longtime line judge Steve
Thrune.

Thrune and fellow judge
Elaine Morrow have been air
meet judges for about ten years.
They most recently attended. an
international meet in Te,i;as
that included pilots from 20
countries.
"We went from 80 to 90
degrees temperatures (in Texas)
to this," said Morrow,
commenting on the drastic
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change in environment
Yet the pair, like the rest of
the judges, simply bundled up
and sti ll managed to be
enthusi~tic about their'jobs.

members (from SCSU) meet
other teams.," said Ken Raiber,
adviser to SCSU's Flying
Saints Flight Team and
associate
professor
of
technology.
Raiber added a lot of
employers ' were there
scouting i fo r potential
aviation workers.

. . .The emphasis
is on safety. It's a

good.friendl.y
competition.
Ken Raiber
FLIGHT TEAM ADVISER

The cost of the sport and the
study ti me required for the
written tCSlS had an effect on
the number of participants in
the air meet and similar events.
"I can remember when there
were eight or nine teams here,"
said one adviser for the
University of Dubuque's flight
team.
The overall feeling was one
of excitement

"'Ibe important thing today
is that the empliasis1S"0n safety.
It's
a
good,
fri endly
competition where team

The location of the air
meet rotates throughout the
region
"A lot of local businesses
have supported us, as well as
some non-local businesses,"
said Missy Volkel, vice
president and second-year
member of the SCSU
Aeroclub.

The air meet's sponsors
included • Geyer
Rental,
Anderson Trucking, Wright
AC:ro, and Gilleland Chevrolet,
who donated the use of two
1997 vans.
UNO took first place in the
ground and flight events as well
as the overall standings.

The air meet went well for
SCSU
who
finished
second.SCSU and .UNO will
advance to the national
competition in Battle Creek.
Michigan.

National Collt"giatt"
Alc-ohol Awart"nt•ss \\'t"t"k
Al<'oltol Awareness: A ~ew Tradition
Sunday Oct. 28th:
6:30 Candlelight Vigil - Atwood Mall
. Sponsored by: Delta Phi Epsilon
Monday Oct . 21st:
6:30 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Presen tation
Speaker: Joyce Holl
Atwood Little Theatre
Sponsored by: Campus Child Care
*Free Child Care Provided by appointment by noon Mon.

~
~
.J

Tuesdays: Dance from
10 pm to 1 am
Hfter Spotlight

_j

Wednesdays: Dance
from 10 pm to 1. am

Look for Special Danee
Nights at the Quarry

Wednesday Oct. 23rd:
12 noon Women on Wednesdays
"Dangerous Promises·
Speakers: Jane Olsen a nd JoAnne Kane
South Voyagers Room in Atwood
Co-Soonsored bv: Adaot and the Women's Center
Thursday Oct. 24th:
3 :00 Open Alcohol Anonymous Meeting - if you h ave further
questions call: 2 5 5 - 4 8 5 O
Sponsored by: Campus AA

See the Effects of Drunk Driuing On a Car On
·campus that was in a Drunk Driuing Hccident.
· Please be responsible
Set a Limit & Keep to it
Use the Escort Service
Walk, ~a.xi, or Designate a Driver

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Vaz
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Students' rights
are in no danger
SCSU has an image problem. The Theta Chi bust proved
beyond any doubt that the university is regarded as easy prey by
the news media, who leap at the chance to point out what a
bunch of liquored-up, irresponsible, drunken louts SCSU
students are.
The administration wants to correct th'at problem. This is a
noble goal, and quite typical of a university administration.
Underage drinkers ~ in violation of the law. Drinking and
partying, although quite fun, are often taken to excess.
Many students have expressed their disagreement with the
university's _response - an off-campus disciplinary policy,
which allows the uniVersity to punish those who are arre~ted for
crimes committed away from university grounds.
The majority of.dissent concerns the vague nature of the
policy, which states that SCSU.can punish any act that
"impedes the academic mission of the university."
Many feel this gives the college the power to interpret any
minor violation of law as a crime against the university. It is no
surprise that those students are defensive of their "rights."
People tend to get defensive when prohibited from doing things
they enjoy. They often claim that their rights are being violated,
even if those so-called rights include illegal acts.
Be that as it may, the intent of the college is not to crac~
down on every jaywalker, or expel every student who chugs· a
beer before their 21st birthday. The administration is using the
ability-to interpret the policy broadly as an umbrella to punish
those who they see as the source of the problem, the owners of
party houses.
The object of the disciplinary policy is to get at the source of
a very real problem. It is not an attempt to infringe on the rights
,of students.

EDITORIAL

SCSU party image
reveals myths
SCSU's latest attack on underage drinkers will not stop
people from drinking.
House parties have always been here and always will be. If
the university is so concerned with underage drinking, it should
make alcohol classes mandatory along with sexual harassment
classes for incoming students.
However, like sexual harassment, underage drinking will
never go away. Perhaps the university needs to have stiffer
penalties for those who contribute to underage drinkers.
The media attention this has drawn has been
incomprehensible. Not only has the university been in the local
news, but every town for a 50-mile-radius has covered the
SCSU "party school" image.
If the patter,n continues as it has in the past. students can
~ake up on J:riday and expect to see coverage of another bust
on at least four channels and the front page of the major
newspapers.
•.
University officials neglect to understand that the percentage
of university students at those parties is negligible. With the
university enrollment at 14,240 this year, less than one percent
of the students are at the parties. The problem not only concerns
university students, but also underage high school drinkers.
The media ought to take a look at who the underage drinkers
are rather than focusing on the university's reputation.

STAFF OPINION
SHANNON SWANSON,

Opinions editor

Each and every day counts
in life and death matters
I realized this week that
learned that day. Never put off
My grandpa's death
there is always something
brought our family together
what you could d9 until
gcxxl ~at comes from the bad. tomorrow.
where hundreds and thousands
Last-week was filled with
My favorite memory of
of miles separated us.
mixed emotions when my
my 'grandpa is when he used
I was relieved when
grandpa passed
to pick me up for the professors and classmates
away. My mixed
Thanksgiving
were so accommcxlating to me
holiday and take' me during the time I need~ to be
emotions consisted
of.anger, sadness,
away from my prior
snowmobiling.
mourning, confusion
In this situation, · commitments.
and frustration.
goodness and
It was nice to be able to
The last time I
kindness prevailed
walk into my workplace and
spoke with my
over the bad. My
classroom and have a room
grandparents was
family pulled
full of understanding people
during the summer
together at a time
who were willing to pick up
at a family pig roast. I have
when we all needed support.
where I left off.
never seen my grandpa look
We were able to laugh and
When I think of both my
as good as he did that early
share our fondest memories of grandpa's death, it makes me
August afternoon. He was full Carl McBride.
re~ize what is really
of energy trying to keep up
important in life. I will still
Reflecting back on
with all his grandchildren.
memories from the past was a get stressed out about the
little things
The weird thing about th~
healthy way
situation is that this past week, for my family
during
the day,
I have thought a lot al\<>ut my
to get
grandparents. They recently
but you have
through the
moved into a house on the
sadness and
in
Focusing on the . toputitall
south side of campus. here in
perspective.
empty feeling
St Cloud.
that was left
important things
Focusing
Earlier in the week when I ' behind.
the
in life will make on
had a few hours off between
I have a
important
one's day less
classes, I drove around
new way Of
things in life
looking for the house. I had
will make
looking at
stressful
the address, but I don't know
one's day less
death after
the south side of St. Cloud
losing two grandpas in last
stressfu1. The next time
well enough to.find a house
someone starts criticizing
few months.
without good directions.
For me, death is a time for
people for something
that won't matter the next
I never did find the house. I sadness and mourning, but it
th.ought I'd just put it off and
is also a time to come together day, think about what
try to find it another day. It
really matters in life;
with family and friends to
was the day he passed away.
celebrate the eternal life of the family and close
What a valuable lesson I
lost loved one.
friends.

"
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Mid-terms return: Freshmen football players
video rentals rise apologize for behavior ·
There comes a time every quarter when students face a grueling
challenge. A battle for control of mind and spirit. A time to become one
with the inner child. To be all the man, woman or alien hybrid you can
be. That time, my friends, is now. The challenge is mid-terms.
No longer are we able to waste away our evenings gl.lzzling countless
beers and scarfing down slices of Gary's pizza.Those harrowing nights of
guzzling countless cups of coffee and scarfing down slices of Gary's
pizza have returned. It is time to unplug our televisions and stereos and
tum on the tiny device that scientists refer to as our mind.
kne~~ns ~~!'::11~~~~~~':t ~:,~:;~~.U we
"Hey, maybe our professor won't have mid-terms.
Yeah and maybe we won't have any homework.
We will devote all our class time to watching the
Police Academy film series."
Nevertheless, the time is upon us and we must
act accordingly. We have to prepare for this brutal
atrocity, spending a few days prior to mid-terms
relaxing on the couch watching "What's
Happening" reruns. That way, when crunch time
comes, we'll know exactly how to waste time.
Having prepared our minds for what I refer to
as "wasting away again in collegevi\le," (not to
BYBIUY
be confused with the popular Jimmy Buffet party
WHALEN
anthem,) we are ready to enter the foray of Hell I mean mid-terms.
Remember those professors who, at the beginning of the quarter,
warned us how tough their mid-term test would be? Or those professors
who told us the first term paper would be due during mid-term week?
How about those professors who reminded us that the speech/ report/
presentation/analysis would take place during mid-term Week?
I think it is safe to say we were absent that day of class because.of an
early cold/flu virus that mysteriously hit everyone on campus at the same
time.
Seriously, we lied. We knew about the mid-term warnings. Our
charade is not the only one in the process here.
There is a sinister plot going on in our professors' minds. The gig is up
professors. Time to come clean. Time to tell the world of the facade you
have ·created. We have figured it out. For weeks now, you have been
using reverse psychology and playing mind games for one purpose only
- to instill in student's minds that during mid-terms, your class is the
most important class students take. It is so important you will go so far as
to act as if yours is the only class they have. That's right, you're all
busted. Every single one of your kind. After this quarter, you will never
work in this town again.
We are merely expressing our feelings here, so please do not let this
act at all influence the grading system you have established. We are
adults, expressing positive feedback toward the instruction at this school.
OK, it was uncalled for, we apologize. Please keep the ninety, eighty,
seventy, si:r;ty grading scale. Oh yeah, SCSU professors are the best.
Although we may not avord our professors' communistic forms of
thinking, we can avoid the stupid distractions that develop when we are
cramming for a mid-term exam or researching a term paper.
Take roommates for instance. Every time we have a big test or paper
due, it falls on the night they have absolutely nothing to do. They
interfere with our studying by persliading us to go downtown to drink
with them. This is a no-win situation. We either go with them and blow
off studying, resulting in a bad grade, or we stay home and study. When
they come home inebriated we are forced to blow off studying because of
loud music and shouts of "Yahoo!" mi:r;ed with disgusting burps, resulting
in a bad grade.
The worst distraction cannot be shouldered by roommates or friends,
but only ourselves. I'm talking about those incii:ients where we catch
ourselves sleeping, talking on the phone, watching a movie, listening to
music -anything but studying. To this end, I can say only one thing; it
was worth every second wasted.
Then there is the unavoidable inconvenience of working a part-time
job the night before our mid•term. Those wonderful employers
conveniently manage to schedule us on a night that absolutely no one else
can work.
Having covered the major distractions from mid-terms, it is time to
focus on the heart of the matter: getting them done and over with.
We've dealt with all the external problems of mid-terms, except one
- the scheduling of tests. No matter how hard we pray to not have more
than one test a day, at least two of our classes' tests lie on the same day.
Or, more conveniently, two of our most difficult tests. To remedy this
problem one of three things can be done: A) we can bribe one of our
professors to change the test date, 8) we can pull an all-nighter and
hopefully emerge awake enough to group words in complete sentences,
or C) we can blow off the less important test and concentrate on one. The
options are limited. We must choose wisely.
Good luck on your mid-terms SCSU students.
BIUY SPEAKS

We, the freshmen football players, on the night of Sept. 3, attended the sexual awareness seminar put on at

the Halenbeck gymnasium. We were behaving inappropriately for the occasion and as a group would like to
apologize to whomever we offended by any of our words or actions. We realize now that our actions rcnect
back to how the public views thls university. In the future, we will do whatever is necessary to prevent an
incident like this from happening again. Once again, we would like to apologize for-any wrong doing.

1996 freshman football players

Students encouraged to
get involved in politics
On average, 46 percent of eligible voters don't vote during a presidential election. That number significantly
increases in non-presidential election years. "I am only one person, my vote :,yon't make a difference." I have
heard that excuse, along with the statistics of low voter turnout for people ages 18-24 and women.
Why, as a general population of students, are we not involved with politics? U.S. Senators, Congressional
Representatives and legislators make decisions that affect our lives everyday. You attend a state institution. That
means what we learn, what programs are funded and what programs are cut lay in the hands of politicians in
Washington. You have the power to choose who these men and women are.
I am prompted to write this letter in response to the lack of student participation in the recent
Wellstone/Boschwitz/Barkley senatorial debate. This crucial, locally held debate presented a prime opportunity
for us, as constituents, to learn more about candidates stances and issues. As it turns out, I would estimate that
less than 30 SCSU students attended debate held at the St. Cloud City Hall, which is four blocks from campus.
I am disappointed that our generation chooses not to take part in the political process, yet continues,to
complain about rising tuition costs, lack of federally-funded day care for working mothers and welfare reform.
The deadline to register to vote before election day is Oct. 15. Forms to receive absentee ballots and voter
registration packets can be found in Atwood and numerous sights off campus such as the post office and library.
Suggest and encourage more student involvement in the political process to help change the issues that affect
our community, instead of complaining about how Washington leaves us behind. We were given the power to
vote, to make changes, to make a difference and to have a voice. All we need to do is step up and use it.
Jody Irwin
graduate student
criminal justice

Women's athletics deserve
support from students
We, the women's athletics cheerleaders Rudolph and Santa, wish to express our support of Brian Glerum's
letter regarding the exclusion of women's athletics from the homecoming publications.
We are student athletes ourselves and have noticed how football and hockey, sports that "pay" their players,
control athletics here at SCSU. The women's volleyball and soccer teams train just as hard, if not harder than
football and hockey. They compete in their respective sports just as hard. Yet financially and promotionally,
these two teams and others have been left out. These ladies, as our classmates, deserve our s\Jpport. Frankly, we
find these two sports more intriguing and exhilarating to altend and cheer for.
Go support the soccer team this weekend and next weekend for homecoming. Let's show our teams'
opponents just how much we sup~rt them. Let's pack the house.

Joe Ziskovsky
junior
meteorology
Dan Tereba
sophomore
aviation

U.S. needs another Hitler
With disguSt, I read some anicles about Hitler in the Oct. 4 issue. It mentioned that, that great man
prosecuted the Jews because they killed Christ. What a bunch of crapola. One of the reasons was because the
Jewi~h media was poisoning the people with their books, papers, movies or radio. It's the same w_ay here in the
U.S.A. What we need here is another get tough leader, get tough on crime, and one that will kick our phony
politician's butts.
Robert G. Egerman

St. Cloud resident

read,

REACT, W!'i(e
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Housing
1-BDRM; APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located on
bus line. Parking included.
255-9262.
2-BDRM. APT.
$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.
4-BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. D/W, A/C, large
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.
$220/mo..per person. 255-9262.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
$199/MONTH.
Private rooms in two-bath apts.
Across from U-Pik-Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged

bldg. ·

Sub-lease

situatiQns. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low deposit.

259-0977.

·

LIKE NEW
four-bedroom apt. near campus.
Two baths, new carpet paint, A/C,
microwave. Individual leases. Heat
paid. 253-1320.

JEFPs

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

¢,,~

.Sh-,

A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large

rooms. Close to campus. $205$220/month. Heat included.
255-9262

~di
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER • JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi north of St. Cloud on
West US 10 turn left at fmhr\g
l)~ht four blocks on left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call (320) 393-2654

M&M SUITES.
One room efficiency available for
female. Clean, quiet building.
Utilities, cable included. 259-9434.

Four-bdrm. apt. Winter quarter.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
student
housing
complex.
Whirlpool, heated parking (if
available), new carpet and on- sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or fOf winter
and spring quarter. Call (320) 240-

Heat paid. 25Hi005.

0234.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private_rooms in four-bdrm. apts.
to SCSU. Call 251-

~:.\~~tt~.

FEMALE WANTED.

FOR IMMEDIATE SUBLET,
single room in female hou~e,
, garage, laundry, hardwood floors.
Great deal! $220/mon1h, will
negotia1e. (800) 733-5129 or (612)
531-9158.
FOUR-8DRM. APT.
Newer builoing across street from
campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
near campus available Nov. or Dec.
$225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be"accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.

'<~~~--~,{.~

$205/MONTH.
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases.
Walking distance to SCSU.
255-9262.

Policies:

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APT.
Completely remodeled. Close to
campus. Call 259-9319.
·
PARKING AVAILABLE
one block from Halenbeck. $25 per
month. 253-1154.
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
V~ry nice! Male/female,

$210/month.
Greg.

Phone

267-3291,

way we can! Call Rhoda and Dave
colect, (612) 922-5870.

SINGLE ROOMS 'AVAIL. NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
Close to campus. *Large rooms.
*Off street parking. *Heat included.
'255-9262.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
ever!!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID2 HELP.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers,
micros and heat paid. Results
Property Management, 253-0910.
SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
~!~~~~ 5th Ave. and 6th St

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships are
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (BOO) 263-6495 ext. F56815.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

THREE-8DRM. APT. FOR RENT.
$450-$480. Heat laundry, utilities
included. 259-5671.

The nation's leaderm collegemarketing
isseekinganenergelic,entrepreneurial
studentfort1le position of campus rep
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boardslorcompaniessuchas
American Express and Microsoft
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus-Rep Program
AmericanPassageMediaCo;p.
4012ndAveooeWest Seattle, WA98119
(B00)487-2434Elt.4444

THREE MALES
in four-bdnn. apt Heat cable and
electric paid. New carpe~ laundry
and parking available. Campus
ciose. 251-6005.
TWO-BDRM APT.,
close to $CSU. Also single rooms in
three and four. Gall 251-8284, 251·
9418.
VACANCY
for males and females in four
bedroom apts. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, campus close. Quiet and
ciean, E.P.M. 25Hi005.

Attention
ADOPTION:
Loving, married, childless couple
hopes to welcome your infant to our
family.
Financially
secure,
supportive fami~. We'll help you any

will be served at the center from
11 :00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. 2019
Steams Way, St Cloud, MN 56303.
RSVP Kyle Ault at (320) 259-6300.

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.
Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5NISA application. Call (BOO) 9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free I-shirt.
GOVT FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquent tax, repo's, reo's. Your
area. Toll free, (800) 898-9778 ext.
H-3883 for current listings.
ILL?
Health Services is your on-campus
clinic for any health concern. Same
or next day appointments usually
available. Call Health Services for
an appointment at 255-3193.

NEW STUDENTS:
Minnesota law requires you to tum
in immunization info. during your
first quarter. Forms available at
Health Services, Hill Hall. For more
info., 255-4855.
RESUM~COVER LffiERS.
Protessional. 240-2355.

BLUEJEANS:
Buying & selling. I will buy your okl
Levis, GAP, Girbaud 1or $1-$10.
Also selling jeans, overalls and jean
jackets. Tues. and Wed., 1Cl'15 and
10/16, A1wood Center.
COMMUNITY BIO-RESOURCES,
lnc. cordially invites you to attend
our gra~d opening c~lebration
Thursday, October 17, 1996. Tours
at the center will be from 11:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m. Ribbon-cutting
ceremony
at
11 :00
a.m.
Refreshments and hors d'oeuvres

Community Bio-Resources
Community Bio-Resources would like to welcome back all area
stqdents, and invites you in to see our b_rand new state of the art
pla~ma collection center. The plasma you donate will be made into
vital medical products that save lives : Because your donation is so
important, you will be compensated for your time. Plasma donation
is completely safe and easy, bring your books and study or just relax.

Call for an appt. Today 259-6300

SEIZED CARS
trom $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 tor
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
Air/ 7 nights hoteV free nightly social
hour/ party package/ discounts.
(800) 366-4786, (612) 893-9679.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.

r--ss~oo--7
I
Bring this
I
: coupon for a :
1$5.00 bonus on 1
I
your first
I
I
donation.
I
I
I

L

I
I
.J

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
2019 Stearns· Way
St. Cloud, MN 56303

--------
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2:00-4:15 p.m. Wage: $6.50/hr. Call
Spanier Bus, 251-3313 for more
info.

[mm

PREGNANCY

EARN $500 OR MORE
weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Countiy LMng
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O. Box
m9, Denham Spnngs, LA 70727.

1ESTING.

FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning·
free trips and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAK!

THE ULTIMATE GIFT.
Name a star for someone. Just $33.
Celestial Registiy, (800) 446-3985
X1004_.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,
flexible hours. Call Alice, 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to detennine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that eveiy angle gels covered. Veiy
reasonable packages. For more
infonnation, call Paul at 654-8501.
WE PAY CASH
for cd's. Up to $5 per disc. Disc Go
Round in Atwood, October 16th and
17th, 10-6. Call (320) 203-9509 l',ith
any questions
WHAT If l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope, call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part lime. At home. Toll free,
(800) 898-9n8 ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At hori,e.
Toll free, (800) 898-9n8 ext. R3883 for listings.
• $1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For

info. call (301) 306-1207.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Studenls Needed! Fishing lndustiy.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female. No
experience necessaiy. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56814.
ALASKA JOBSI
Earn up to $30,000 fishing salmon,
halibut. herring. Plus construction,
canneries, oil fields and more!
Immediate openings. Call 24-7
days. (504) 429-9223 Ext. 5311$41 .
ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly worl<ing
from home/dorm! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
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FREE TRIPS & CASH!
Sell s~ & spring break beach tnps.
Serious individuals call TOLL FREE · Hottest places & coolest spaces.
(800) 567-6232.
Call immediately, Student Express,
Inc., (800) SURFS-UP.
ATTENTION: HUMAN SERVICE
HELP WANTED.
MAJORS.
We offer valuable experience using Deliveiy, bindeiy. $5/hr. 2:00-5:00
proactive approaches to meet the p.m. M-F. F~xible MK Group, 252challenging needs of clients w~h
autism/MR. We are hiring staff to 1023.
wor1< in our residential setting
HELP WANTED:
assisting with teaching daily living HHA/PCA/CNA.
Canng,
skills to adults/adolescents. We dependable people needed for
provide
extensive home health care. 4-40 hours per
orientation/training, located in week. Flexible hours, six months
Brooklyn Park (694 and Brooklyn experience, car preferred, good pay
Boulevard). Starting pay $8.50- and benefits. Immediate needs are
$8.75hlr., flexible schedule (greal for evenings and weekends. Alternative
students), regularly scheduled Health Services. 654-6031, (800)
performance reviews/raises. Call: 949-1474.
~ 2
am.-4 p.m, M-F,
HELP WANTED.
Mer\lwomen earn $480 weekly
CONSCIENTIOUS NANNY
assembling circuit boards/electronic
needed to help care for four children componenls at home. Experience
in non-smoking home. Tuesday and unnecessary, will train. Immediate
Thursday, 4:30-9:30. Call Pegi, 252· openings your local area. Call (520)
8469.
680-7891 ext. C200.
. - CRUiSE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
If YOU LIKE TO CLEAN,
Earn up to $2000+/month on cruise are dependable and have own
ships or land tour companies. World transporlation, join the Class Act
travel.
Seasonal & full-time Team. Flex. hours, competitive
employment
available.
No wages, and other perks. Must have
experience necessary. For more good communication skills. Call
information, call (206) 971-3550 ext. 654-0636.
C56816.
LOCAL COMPANY
DRIVER ASSISTANTS
needs home wor1<ers! $3 per
needed for special needs sdlool envelope stuffed. For more info.,
buses. Hrs.: 6:45-8:45 a.m. and
send
self-addressed
stamped · envelope to St.
Croix Industries, P.O. Box
353, St. Cloud MN 56302

~:"Jo~g

NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Positions are now available
at national parks, forests &
wildlife preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call:
(206)
971-3620
ext.
N56814.
NOW IS THE TIME TO
CALL
Leisure Tours and get free
information for SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES to
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. Reps
needed ...Travel free and
earn commissions. (800)
838-8203.
OUTINGS CENTER
accepting applications for
student manager. Extensive
outdoor background and
summer availability a must!
App~ in Atwood room 110
by October 21st.
PART-TIME POSITION
available for a dynamic,
dependable, goal-oriented
person on our check
collections team. Hyou have

these qllalities, apply in person
at: Mid-Minnesota Collection
Services, 2700 First St. N,
Suite
#204, St. Cloud, MN.
Experience preferred, but not
required.
SCSU STUDENT WORK.
$11 to start. Flexible scliedule.
No experience rfecessary.
Resume
experience.
Internships/ scholarships. Call
656-nso.

For Sale
BLUEJEANS:
Buying & selling. I will buy your old
Levi's, GAP, Girbaud for $1-$10.
Also selling jeans, overalls and jean
jackets. Tues. and Wed., 10/15 and
10/16, Atwood Center.
CANON TX.
Excellent condition, $160; Amana
microwave, $25; Maytag washer,
150
_$_
_•_202
_·1
_79_7_·_ _ _ __
USED FURNITURE.
Reasonably priced. 654-0546.

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are real! Jesus died for you, and
your sins! You are forgiven! Then
you will know the truth, and the truth
will set you free!
COME VISIT REEFER CITY. .
WWW.REEFERCITYCOM.

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME .
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:

V MC, SUITE 174
1861 N;PEDERAL HIIT

0

HOLLYWOOD,PL 33020
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 22.7
every Thursday. All welcome. Call
Tom, 240-0680.
ARE YOU DOING
the same thing day after day? Do
something different! Call Delta Phi
Epsilon International Sorority today.
Call 654-6311.
ATTENTION WOMEN!
Want to have fun, meet new people
and give· back to your community?
. Call Jess at Phi Epsilon Alpha Social
Sorority. 252-9839.
NON-TRADmONAL STUDENT
focus group. How can lie be made
better for non-trads. on the SCSU
campus? Wednesday, October 16,
11 :00, Stewart 103. Conlact Shelly,
255-3171.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
supporl group. Are you married, a
parent or over 23? Meet others,
share
experiences:
each
Wednesday, 11 :00 in Stewart Hall
103. Conlact Shelly, 255-3171.

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Jesus is alleged to be a
god. The Christian god is a
slaughterer of its own children.
OPENING THE DOOR TO YOUR
These are "Christian perfect family
FUTURE!
values." Jesus slaughters 22.,000
American
Mar1<eting
Syrians (2 Sam. 8:2,5); 40,000 AMA,
Synans (2 Sam. 10:18); 70,000 Association, meetings Wednesday,
people (2 Sam. 1 24:15); eveiy man SH 308, 12:00 and 5:00.
in Edom (1 Kings 11:15; all the
SCHOLARSHIP!!!
prophels of Baal (1 Kings 18:40);
100,000 Syrians (1 Kings 20:28,29); Now accepting applications for three
Moabtte captains and "fifties" (2 $100 Douglas Jirik Memorial
Kings 1:9-14). Jesus slaughlers 42 Scholarships. Pre-business or
children (2 Kings 2:23,24); 185,000 business majors. Applications
Assyrians (2 Kings 19:35); 500,000 available in Business Building main
men of Israel (2 Chron. 13:16-20); offices. Deadline October 31, 1996.
20,000 Edomites (2 Chron. 25:11,
SKYDIVING CLUB
12); 120,000 Judeans (2 Chron.
28:5, 6); 75,000 people (Ester 9:15, meeting Tuesday, Oct. 15th, 5 p.m.
16). Jesus does all sponlaneous Ladyslipper room. Bring your
abortions. Jesus created all questions and curiousities! Call
diseases. Jesus created all evil. Miguel at · 240-6906 for further
Jesus created infintte torture in heU infol1J18tion. See you there!
for his Children. II you accept infintte
torture as perfectly right, then there
is nothing left to be wrong, and all is
Wanted 1111 .......w..,
O<g,nl,•1---0.-,~"'-·
permitted. Atheism is true.
1997 Spring Break Trawl Package,

-M

Earn Subot- MONEY and FREE TRIPS

NAMEASTAR ..
#1 gift for someone special. It's out
of this world! $33. Star Directory.
(800) 500-3128.
"PROFESSING TO BE WISE,
they became fools." Romans 1:22.
TO ALL THOSE
who have observed the dialogue in
this column. I encourage you to
attend the debate "Christian
Religion: true or false?" Oct. 15,
7:00 p.m. Atwood Voyager room.
Hope to see you there!

Notices
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
new meeting time. Starting Sept. 11,
AA .,;11 meel at 3:00 on Thursdays.
For further info. call Cheryl at 6561n5 or JoAnne at 255-4850.

Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS

1f' 1-8~?,,;.~!,.:!?13 ~
SOCIETY FOR HU~..
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
weekly meetings on Tuesdays at
11 :30 in the Mississippi room or 4:00
in the Watab room. All majors
welcome!
STUDY ABROAD
in Germany! Informational meeting
Oct. 22, 4 p.m., Mississippi Room,
Atwood Center. Reminder, deadline
for spring/summer program 1997 is
Nov.15!
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
has started. Rehearsals are
Wednesday and Thursday from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
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STUDENTS...
FALL
JOBS!
Schedule your own
Day, Evening and .
Weekend Shifts as a
Telephone Representative

parHime job in St. Cloud! "
- Brenda Kole
Oneofrwo !995-1996 MeyerScholarshipAward winrlt:Ts

Starting wage of
$6.00 per hour pJu~~~onuses

/ ~~1~;~·.. -.,..►
, .

Call'1556-'4155
tel ..~hone i
,df

i/

;'

for- ~

"I really enjoy the people-everyone is nice! 1 don't know
of any parHime job where you can make your own

schedule and have the dollar potential that you have here!"
- Mike B., Meye-r Employee and SCSU Student

- - - - - - - - WE OFFER:
'fl'

Schedule yo~r
own shifts

'fl'

Bonuses paid .
out each day

, 'fl'

'fl'

Paid training

'fl'

Periodic raises

'fl'

'fl'

Earn up to $8.00 per
hour with bonuses

Do telemarketing for
non-profit, commercial
and. political
organizations.

'fl'

Convenient downtown
St. Cloud location

'fl'

Job that enhances
your resume!

M E Y E R
ASSOCIATES , INC.
EOE

Challenging, but fun,
sit down job

